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“Elemental” is the title of a new body of highly 
experimental print works which explores the four 
elements of earth, water, air and fire.
These works are part of an ongoing exploration of the 
concept of “drift”.  By that, I mean movement/migration 
across many landscapes – physical, emotional and cultural.
When conveying that idea visually, I have been unable to 
place myself in a single landscape and have come to 
understand that I am comfortable moving across many 
landscapes........ a nomadic sense of belonging.
I pondered the question of what it was that was familiar or 
comforting about those various landscapes within which I 
had settled.  What was common to all and what was it that 
I respond to and choose to work with, within those 
landscapes?  The common denominator was the elements. 
Our emotional and physical well being is influenced by the 
elements and how they in turn, influence the landscape 
within which we live.
Rather than try to visually represent that through drawing 
onto etching plates, I fully immersed steel etching plates 
into the elements and allowed them to naturally etch the 
plates.  As a result, I submerged plates into salt water and 
also a fresh water creek for a period of five months. I hung 
plates in trees and under my house to weather in the air.  I 
buried plates into the compost at home and on a friend’s 
farm near Evandale to mellow in the earth.  I exposed 
plates to fire.
After recovering those plates it was still several months 
before I could proceed with the actual process of inking 
and developing artworks from these.  Many had eroded 
quite considerably and required much thought about how 
I could proceed.  There was a strong likelihood of only 
producing a single image before some of the steel plates 
disintegrated. 
That has been a challenge but also a very exciting one. 
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